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automate is useful with different functions on your phone, especially if you want to time the
inputs or make a schedule that will activate precise clicks at a specific time. while you can

easily set up your android to automate certain things, you also quickly open apps and
perform functions. no offense to anyone but i need to ask if there is any way to get the

helmet that is visible on the website with the sword in it so i can use the auto clicker to sell
them. please tell me if there is any way to get this helmet or if there are any other items

that i can use the auto clicker to sell so they are not just there for looks and i can't sell them.
thanks hello, i have had problems with both the auto clicker and the auto typer not working,
the auto clicker would not work unless the game was minimized, the auto typer would work
only if the game was minimized, in the case of the auto typer it would update the number

that showed on screen when you clicked it with the down arrow so i could save my game at
60 second intervals. with the auto clicker when my game would update i would click the

other arrow to reload the screen as when i did that the auto clicker would stop working until
the game was minimized. the two were not working at the same time. i have tried multiple
times to do a chat box with the auto clicker and the auto typer. my question is, i have tried
both the auto clicker and the auto typer and have had no luck with either one. what am i

doing wrong? please help. thank you hello, is there any way to get the helmet that is visible
on the website with the sword in it so i can use the auto clicker to sell them. please tell me if

there is any way to get this helmet or if there are any other items that i can use the auto
clicker to sell so they are not just there for looks and i can't sell them. thanks
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hey, i've been using the auto clicker for quite a while now, i've tried it with both my own and
my friends game accounts and it was terrible quality on my account, but it worked great on
my friends account. at first i was thinking it was an issue with the game's account because it

works fine on my friends account, but then i remembered that this was an issue with the
script and not the game. that's when i started to go about fixing it, i deleted the script, and
re-wrote it as a new script. i then renamed the old script to something else and put it back

into the directory. i then tried running the auto clicker again, which started working fine
again. this is all i did and it fixed my problem. i'm posting this here because i don't have

much knowledge on coding. i have also tried to get a different script that doesn't work with
the game's account, but it still doesn't work and it was the same script that i tried to fix it

with. hey, i have been using the auto clicker for quite a while now, i've tried it with both my
own and my friends game accounts and it was terrible quality on my account, but it worked
great on my friends account. at first i was thinking it was an issue with the game's account
because it works fine on my friends account, but then i remembered that this was an issue
with the script and not the game. that's when i started to go about fixing it, i deleted the
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script, and re-wrote it as a new script. i then renamed the old script to something else and
put it back into the directory. i then tried running the auto clicker again, which started

working fine again. this is all i did and it fixed my problem. i'm posting this here because i
don't have much knowledge on coding. i have also tried to get a different script that doesn't
work with the game's account, but it still doesn't work and it was the same script that i tried

to fix it with. 5ec8ef588b
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